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Chapter 26 ~ Epilogue 

Draco’s POV ~ Four years later 

We had finally retrieved all the dragons Michaelson had deserted on 
Denali…and incorporated them into packs. Two hundred hobbled dragons 
had finally healed and were able to take flight, once more. 

Adrian found his mate in one calmly beautiful dragon shifter named Beatrix.. 
Aurora immediately loved her. She was the perfect Beta.. and we couldn’t 
have asked for a better mate for the seriously quiet Adrian. They are 
expecting their first child.. and are over the moon. 

Caleb and Naomi have two children.. one of each.. and word came in a month 
ago Amelia is expecting Anderson’s heir. She hasn’t grown up.. she hasn’t 
changed. But we had heard that Anderson has taken a mistress. Caleb 
believes, once the baby is here.. Anderson will set Amelia aside and mate the 
mistress. That is one fucked up situation! 

Aurora and I have a little girl, Adrianna.. who arrived almost a year to the day 
after Evander. She is expecting, again.. But this time, she’s miserable. She’s 
had morning sickness consistently since day one.. I think because we’re 
having twins, this time! 

Speaking of Aurora, in she walks.. waddles.. my little duck! and sits down on 
my lap.. sighing. I asked “What is it baby? How can I help?” 

She sneered “These babies are the last ones, Draco! If I have to tie a knot in 
your dick,, by the Goddess.. no more!” I nod.. trying not to cringe and use my 
go-to response “Of course, my love “ 

She growls “And you can go tell your little threenager that a cupcake can not 
be classified as a legit breakfast food simply because it is made with milk and 
eggs! ‘Just because SHE says so! While you’re at it.. tell your fournado if I 
step on one more fucking lego, all five thousand of those demonic bastard 
pieces are going in the garbage!” And I replied “Of course, my love!” 
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